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Summary. We propose a multilevel structural equation model (SEM) to investigate the
interrelationships between childhood socioeconomic circumstances (SECs), partnership
formation and stability, and midlife health, using data from the 1958 British birth cohort.
The SEM comprises latent class models that characterize the patterns of change in four
dimensions of childhood SECs and a joint regression model that relates these categorical
latent variables to partnership transitions in adulthood and midlife health, while allowing
for informative dropout. The model can be extended to handle multiple outcomes of mixed
types and at different levels in a hierarchical data structure.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been growing interest in the sources of social and health in-
equalities. A better understanding of life course influences can be particularly beneficial
to policies that aim to reduce inequalities due to demographic and socioeconomic circum-
stances (SECs) in early life (Bartley, 2016). With the availability of rich data collected
from large-scale longitudinal (in particular, birth cohort) studies, recent methodolog-
ical developments in life-course epidemiology have been made to test the influence of
environmental risk factors on health outcomes at different life stages (see Ben-Shlomo
et al. (2016) for a comprehensive review and the references therein). Aside from genetic
reasons, previous research has found that disadvantage in multiple aspects of childhood,
such as poor parental socioeconomic circumstances, housing conditions, family financial
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difficulties and parental relationship stability, is associated with poor physical (e.g. car-
diovascular disease) and mental health in later life (e.g. Poulton et al., 2002). There
is also interest in the effects of cumulative exposure to unfavourable life experiences
such as partnership dissolution on later health (Ploubidis et al., 2015; Arpino et al.,
2018; O’Flaherty et al., 2016). Some recent studies have contributed to uncovering be-
havioural, physical and psycho-social pathways that mediate the effects of childhood
SECs on midlife or later health (e.g. Ben-Shlomo et al., 2016). It has been hypothe-
sized that experiences in childhood operate through influencing trajectories of life course
events and functional changes in health-related behaviours that can partly explain the
apparently persistent effects of childhood SECs on later health. This paper considers
the influence of one of these social processes: the experiences of partnership formation
and dissolution up to midlife.

Many studies have found that family characteristics during childhood have a sig-
nificant impact on the experience of partnership transitions. For example, individuals
from families of a relatively high social position tend to delay forming the first part-
nership (Berrington and Diamond, 2000; Steele et al., 2006) while individuals who have
experienced parental separation during childhood are at increased risk of partnership
dissolution themselves. Moreover, previous research has found a positive association be-
tween partnership instability and poor later health (Brewer and Nandi, 2014; O’Flaherty
et al., 2016; Ploubidis et al., 2015). However, little is known about the interrelationships
between childhood characteristics, partnership transitions and health outcomes and this
requires bridging two streams of research discussed above. A recent progress was made
by Arpino et al. (2018) using a mediation model in which educational attainment and
life course trajectories (fertility, partnership, employment) are treated as mediators for
the effect of childhood characteristics on later health (but without discussing causal as-
sumptions). We consider the same broad substantive research question, but within a
flexible joint SEM framework.

We use rich life course data collected in the National Child Development Study
(NCDS) of Great Britain, including histories of partnership events collected for ages
16 to 50. To investigate the extent to which the effects of childhood SECs on midlife
health are explained by partnership experiences, a number of methodological challenges
need to be addressed. First, multiple aspects of childhood SECs are of substantive inter-
est, and information from repeated measurements over four childhood waves (ages 0, 7,
11 and 16) must be combined while accounting for missing data. Second, most previous
research has used simple forms of structural equation models (SEMs) with only observed
variables (including multiple mediators and confounders) to explore the pathways link-
ing childhood SECs to later health. Few studies have additionally introduced latent
variables to capture trajectories of development while accounting for measurement error
(Hagger-Johnson et al., 2011; Ploubidis et al., 2015; Arpino et al., 2018). In terms of
the consideration of childhood SECs, previous research has used observed family charac-
teristics at single or multiple time points (Kelly-Irving et al., 2013; Maggs et al., 2008),
ad-hoc composite summaries (Hagger-Johnson et al., 2011; Kelly-Irving et al., 2013) or
has derived latent summaries (Ploubidis et al., 2015). Simple inclusion of highly corre-
lated repeated measures into the regression model ignores measurement error and can
lead to inflated standard errors. Having a broad summary of childhood characteristics
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is not ideal, especially if it summarises information across various aspects and time. To
capture life course partnership transitions, a latent variable approach (Green et al., 2012;
Hagger-Johnson et al., 2011) and a combination of sequence analysis and cluster analysis
(Ploubidis et al., 2015; Arpino et al., 2018) have been adopted. The derived summary
of partnership trajectories is often treated as an observed variable which is problematic
because it ignores classification error in assigning individuals to latent classes or clusters.
These approaches also make limited use of the rich event history data available on the
timing and development of life events over long follow-ups in adulthood. Studies that
have used event history data have been primarily interested in identifying risk factors of
time-to-event outcomes rather than relating the information captured by event histories
to distal outcomes such as later health (e.g. Steele et al., 2006). Finally, attrition is a
common issue in cohort studies and the reasons for dropout are likely to be associated
with the outcomes of interest. To address these challenges simultaneously, the aim of this
paper is to develop a joint modelling framework which makes better use of the available
longitudinal and event history data collected at different life stages.

We propose a multilevel joint SEM with latent variables that can incorporate infor-
mation from different life stages and domains and capture the dependencies between
childhood socioeconomic experiences, partnership transitions in adulthood and midlife
health. The main contributions and advantages of our model can be summarised as
follows. First, the 3-step method of Zhu et al. (2017) for estimating the effects of mul-
tiple associated categorical latent variables on a distal outcome is generalised to handle
mixed outcomes measured at different levels in a hierarchical structure. The method is
applied in an analysis of the effects of latent variables for four dimensions of childhood
SECs on a binary health outcome and on the durations between recurrent partnership
transitions. Second, partnership histories are used to define not only outcomes that
are predicted by childhood SECs but predictors of later health, by deriving summary
variables of partnership stability for ages 16-50 (e.g. the total number of partners and
percentage of time spent single). Third, the effects of childhood SECs on partnership
formation and dissolution hazards for ages 16-50 and distal health at age 50 are jointly
modelled by allowing for a residual association across equations via a continuous latent
variable capturing unobserved time-invariant characteristics with differential effects on
each response. This residual association helps to 1) mitigate the problem of endogeneity
due to correlation between individual-specific unobservables and the summaries of part-
nership events included as predictors in the health model, 2) further allow for residual
association between partnership stability and midlife health, in addition to that captured
by the summary variables, and 3) account for possible additional dependence between
partnership transitions and midlife health given the latent classes (see Zhu et al., 2017).

The proposed joint SEM belongs to the general latent variable modelling frameworks
of Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh (2004), and hence has the same generalizability. More
specifically, life events (e.g. partnership transitions), distal outcomes (e.g. midlife health)
and dropout indicators can all be viewed as indicators of one or more individual-level
latent variables. This makes it possible to estimate the coefficients of the random effects
in the joint model, especially as the distal outcome is not measured across time. Different
specifications of the structural model can accommodate various research questions where
the underlying association of individual-level variables (rather than their manifestations
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with measurement errors) is of primary interest. Future extensions of our model could
address questions related to the dynamics between repeated measures of earlier health
and life events over the life course, and to better understand the time-varying influence
of childhood SECs on the longitudinal development of these quantities across life stages.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses modelling ap-
proaches, including a review of previous research and our proposed extensions. Sec-
tion 3 gives an overview of the NCDS and the event history data and other measures
that are used in the analysis. The proposed methods are applied to these data to better
understand the interrelationships between childhood SECs, partnership experiences and
midlife health in Section 4. Finally, some implications for future work are discussed in
Section 5.

2. Methodology

2.1. Categorical latent variables for childhood SECs
A large number of indicators measuring multiple dimensions of childhood SECs are
available in the childhood waves of the NCDS. Simple treatments of childhood SECs in
previous studies have several limitations that we outline below. First, including covari-
ates relating to only one or two aspects of childhood circumstances that are measured
at one or two time points provide a limited summary of a family’s SECs in childhood,
especially when repeated measures are available. Second, treating repeated measures of
childhood situations at different time points as separate predictors in a regression model
can lead to inflated standard errors as these predictors are likely to be highly correlated.
Also, it is inevitable that there are missing values in at least one childhood measure, and
naive treatment of missing data such as listwise deletion may lead to biased estimates
of the effects of these variables on the outcomes of interest. Latent class models are
particularly useful in such situations as they summarise patterns of the change in values
of repeated measures over time with minimal loss of information (see Hagenaars and
McCutcheon, 2002).

In this study, we identify four aspects of childhood SECs that are commonly con-
sidered in the literature as risk factors of poor well-being in later life: parental social
status, financial difficulty, material difficulty and parental relationship breakdown. We
consider financial difficulty (a proxy for economic deprivation) and material hardship
(i.e. housing deprivation, a proxy for wealth) to be associated but conceptually distinct
dimensions that contribute to the complexity of family SECs (e.g. Schoon et al., 2003;
Shavers, 2007; Bartley et al., 2012). At each childhood wave, we construct a composite
index (either ordinal or nominal) for each dimension using a set of correlated measure-
ments, and guided by previous research (e.g. Bartley, 2003; Hobcraft, 1998). Each set
of indices then forms repeated measures of an aspect of childhood SECs at ages 0, 7,
11 and 16 which measure four categorical latent variables (see section 3.2 for details).
Denote by Cq the categorical latent variable for SEC dimension q with Kq categories

(q = 1, ..., 4), measured by the 4×1 vector Y
(C)
q containing the corresponding composite

index for each of the four childhood waves. We next fit a separate latent class model to

each Y
(C)
q and derive four categorical latent variables, capturing potentially associated

aspects of childhood SECs. The latent class models are estimated using full information
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maximum likelihood which allows individuals with missing information at any wave to
be retained under a missing at random assumption.

2.2. Relating latent childhood SEC variables to midlife health: the 3-step approach

The next step is to relate the latent variables for childhood SECs to distal outcomes,
in particular those that are temporally distal such as midlife health. Commonly used
approaches are the 1-step approach and step-wise approaches. The 1-step approach
estimates the measurement model for the latent variable and the regression model for the
outcomes of interest simultaneously. As outcomes are essentially regarded as additional
indicators for the latent variable, they influence the measurement model such that the
latent variable that is assumed to predict the outcome is also partly determined by it
(e.g. Vermunt, 2010; Asparouhov and Muthén, 2014). To avoid this circularity, various
stepwise approaches have been proposed in which the measurement model is estimated
separately from the regression model; examples include the modal class, pseudo-class, the
modified Bolck-Croon-Hagenaars (BCH) (Bolck et al., 2004; Vermunt, 2010), the Bayes
(Lanza et al., 2013), the 3-step maximum likelihood (Vermunt, 2010) and the two-step
(Bakk and Kuha, 2018) approaches. Extensive discussions of the benefits and limitations
of each method for models with one latent variable are available in Asparouhov and
Muthén (2014), Bakk and Vermunt (2016) and Bakk and Kuha (2018). When the model
assumptions hold, among these approaches, the 3-step maximum likelihood estimator is
efficient, produces unbiased estimates for various outcome types and is highly flexible.

In a recent study, Zhu et al. (2017) extended the 3-step maximum likelihood approach
to models where a distal outcome is predicted by multiple and possibly associated cate-
gorical latent variables. We begin with a review of this method as it is a major component
of the multilevel joint SEM proposed in Section 2.3. For illustration purposes, consider a
regression model where the distal outcome H (midlife health) is predicted by two associ-
ated categorical latent variables for childhood SECs, C1 and C2, and a covariate X (e.g.
health-related behaviours, such as smoking). Note that C1 and C2 may be associated.

In steps 1 and 2, separate latent class models are fitted to each measurement vector

Y
(C)
q (q = 1, 2), without making any assumptions about whether or not the two latent

classes are related at this stage. Based on the patterns of change in each composite
index across childhood waves, individuals are assigned to the most likely (modal) class
Mq based on the posterior probabilities of class membership. These modal classes are
regarded as imperfect measurements of true classes (Cs). The misclassification proba-
bilities P (Mq|Cq) are computed (see details in Bakk et al. (2013), Bakk and Vermunt
(2016) and Zhu et al. (2017)) and, together with the class memberships, are fixed in step
3 where the latent variables and X are related to distal health H. This specification also
allows for the association between latent variables via a flexible log-linear model (see
Zhu et al. 2017). Denoting the parameter vector by θ, the log-likelihood of the observed
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data for a sample of N observations is

l(θ) =

N∑
i=1

logP (Hi,M1i,M2i|Xi;θ) (1)

=

N∑
i=1

log

K2−1∑
k2=1

K1−1∑
k1=1

P (Hi,M1i,M2i|Xi, C1i = k1, C2i = k2)× P (C1i = k1, C2i = k2),

where

P (Hi,M1i,M2i|Xi, C1i = k1, C2i = k2) =P (Hi|Xi, C1i = k1, C2i = k2) (2)

×P (M1i|C1i = k1)

×P (M2i|C2i = k2).

Our interest lies in P (Hi|Xi, C1i = k1, C2i = k2). Key model assumptions for step

3 of the 3-step approach are that the distal outcome H and the indicators Y
(C)
q are

conditionally independent given C1 and C2, and that the functional form of the model is
correctly specified (e.g. as a logit-linear model for a binary outcome). Simulation studies
of Zhu et al. (2017) show that when all model assumptions are satisfied the performance
of the most efficient 1-step approach and the 3-step ML approach is similar across various
combinations of class separation quality (entropy) and sample sizes (consistent with the
findings of Bakk and Vermunt 2016). The 3-step approach performs poorly in situations
with poor class separation (low entropy), small sample size (N < 500) and the presence of
local dependence between the indicators and the distal outcome given the latent classes.

2.3. Extensions of the 3-step approach to a multilevel SEM
We extend the model in Section 2.2 to a multilevel joint SEM where the four latent
variables Cq for childhood SECs predict partnership transitions during ages 16-50 and
midlife health, and outcomes of the partnership transitions (as captured by summary
variables) can predict health. Our proposed model has links with the joint modelling ap-
proach commonly used in biostatistics where repeated measures of bio-markers of health
are jointly modelled with a survival outcome (usually mortality). The joint modelling
approach has been advocated due to its flexibility in modelling associated longitudinal
and duration data (e.g. Tsiatis and Davidian, 2004). The joint model consists of two sub-
models, one for each of the survival and longitudinal outcomes, that are linked through
shared parameters (i.e. in the mean and residual structure of the joint model). Joint
models have also been widely applied in social research where they are often referred to
as multiprocess models. One of the earliest examples is Lillard et al. (1995) who specified
a joint model for pre-marital cohabitation (binary, repeated measures) and the time to
marital dissolution, allowing for residual correlation between the two submodels to test
for selection of individuals with a higher-than-average risk of divorce into pre-marital
cohabitation.

With the availability of 34-year partnership histories in the NCDS, incorporating
event history models into our joint SEM is particularly attractive. On the one hand, we
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can specify flexible multilevel event history models to understand the impacts of child-
hood SECs on potentially recurrent time-to-event outcomes (formation and dissolution
events). On the other hand, relating multiple derived summaries of the event history
to the midlife health outcome provides insights on the cumulative effects of partnership
transitions between ages 16 and 50 on later health. Therefore, our key modelling interest
is to treat partnership stability both as an outcome in the childhood SECs-partnership
stability relationship, but also as a predictor in the partnership stability-midlife health
relationship. This can be achieved via a joint model of partnership transitions and
midlife health. Another motivation for a joint modelling approach is that the summaries
of partnership events included as predictors of health are potentially endogenous: part-
nership transitions and health may share unmeasured influences. Assuming that such
shared influences are time-invariant, normally distributed and independent of the co-
variates other than partnership history summaries, we introduce to the model a set of
individual-specific random effects ui ∼ N(0, σ2u), which affect all outcomes.

Extending the 3-step ML approach to estimation of a multilevel SEM with categorical
latent variables requires the measurement models for latent dimensions of childhood
SECs to be estimated separately from the rest of the model. In steps 1 and 2, we fit

separate latent class models to each measurement vector Y
(C)
q , (q = 1, ..., 4) and save

the modal classes and misclassification probabilities. These quantities are inputs in the
estimation of the SEM at step 3 where the latent childhood SECs Cq are related to
time-to-event outcomes and midlife health. In step 3, we estimate a joint model for
partnership transitions and midlife health where Cq is included as a predictor in each
submodel.

2.3.1. Submodels for partnership formation and dissolution

The NCDS partnership histories were derived from the information collected in 1991 (age
33), 2000 (age 42), 2004 (age 46) and 2008 (age 50), with respondents asked to recall
the start and end date of coresidential relationships to the nearest year and month. It
is therefore natural to use the discrete-time approach to event history analysis (Allison,
1984). We focus on the time to first partnership formation and time to (possibly recur-
rent) partnership dissolutions. The data have a hierarchical structure with partnership
episodes at level 1, nested within individuals at level 2. We allow for unobserved indi-
vidual heterogeneity (also known as shared frailty) in the hazards of formation and sep-
aration by including an individual-specific random effect which allows for time-invariant
unmeasured influences shared by all episodes from the same person. Discrete-time ran-
dom effects models have been often used to model recurrent events in the social sciences
(see Barber et al. (2000) and Steele (2011) for further details). A joint model of the
formation and dissolution processes is considered because a key predictor in the disso-
lution model, age at the start of the partnership, is highly related to the outcome of the
partnership formation model (i.e. age at the start of first partnership), and may thus be
endogenous. We allow for a residual association between the formation and dissolution
processes by including the individual-level random effect ui in both models.

To prepare for the discrete-time event history analysis, the duration to first part-
nership formation of individual i is expanded to Si records indexed by s and, for the
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dissolution model, the duration of each partnership episode j (j = 1, ..., Ji) is expanded

to Tij records indexed by t. Denote by y
(F )
i and y

(S)
ij the event or censored time for

formation and separation events. We define the corresponding binary responses y
(F )
si

and y
(S)
tij such that

y
(F )
si =


1 y

(F )
i = s, uncensored

0 y
(F )
i = s, censored

0 y
(F )
i > s.

y
(S)
tij =


1 y

(S)
ij = t,uncensored

0 y
(S)
ij = t, censored

0 y
(S)
ij > t.

Denote by h
(F )
si = P (y

(F )
si = 1|y(F )

s′<s = 0) the hazard of the first entry into partnership

in the time interval [s, s+ 1) and hStij = P (y
(S)
tij = 1|y(S)t′<t,ij = 0) the hazard of separation

in time interval [t, t+ 1). Given the long observation period, the monthly duration data
are aggregated to six-month intervals to reduce the size of the discrete-time dataset.
The likelihood function for this discrete-time model is equivalent to that for a model for

multilevel binary data where y
(F )
si and y

(S)
tij follow binomial distributions with denomina-

tor n
(F )
si and n

(S)
tij equal to the exposure time in each time interval, respectively (Steele

et al., 2005).
We specify a generalized linear model for the binomial responses using a logit link

function:

logit
(
h
(F )
si

)
= α(F )

s + β(F )′X
(F )
si +

4∑
q=1

Kq−1∑
kq=1

τ
(F )
Cq,kq

I(Cqi = kq) + λ(F )ui

logit
(
h
(S)
tij

)
= α

(S)
t + β(S)′X

(S)
tij +

4∑
q=1

Kq−1∑
kq=1

τ
(S)
Cq,kq

I(Cqi = kq) + λ(S)ui,

(3)

where α
(F )
s and α

(S)
t are functions of time which specify the baseline hazard (assumed

to be piecewise constant here), the Xs are event-specific vectors of predictors with coef-
ficients β, I(Cqi = kq) is a dummy variable for class k of latent childhood SEC variable

q, with coefficient τCq,kq
(taking category Kq as the reference category), and λ(F ) and

λ(S) are coefficients of the individual random effects ui. The implicit assumption for this
model is that both event hazards are influenced by a common set of individual-specific
unobservables but differential effects of ui are allowed through the λ parameters. Equa-
tion (3) is similar to the multiprocess model (without latent categorical variables) that
has been discussed in previous research to model correlated processes with endogenous
predictors (e.g. Steele et al., 2005; Aassve et al., 2006a).

2.3.2. Submodel for midlife health
We consider a scenario where the distal health outcome is the endpoint that is collected
later than the event histories and only once per individual. The aim is to relate latent
childhood SECs and summaries of partnership experience to midlife health. For sim-
plicity, we consider a single health outcome denoted by Hi. The extension to more than
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one health outcome is straightforward, and involves constructing a multivariate response
vector.

Denote by X
(H)
i a vector of exogenous health-related predictors and Z

(P )
i a vector

of summary measures of partnership stability. Examples of such summaries include the
total number of partners, percentage of time spent single, the latest partnership status
or the longitudinal profile of partnership transitions (Ploubidis et al., 2015). For an
outcome following an exponential family distribution, a generalized linear model can

be specified for E(Hi|C1, . . . , C4,X
(H)
i ,Z

(P )
i , ui) with appropriate link function. The

self-reported health status in midlife is typically measured on a binary or ordinal scale.
Suppose that we have a binary measure (coded 1 for poor health), then a logit model

for P
(H)
i = P (Hi = 1) can be written:

logit
(
P

(H)
i

)
= α

(H)
0 +β

(H)′

1 Z
(P )
i +β

(H)′

2 X
(H)
i +

4∑
q=1

Kq−1∑
kq=1

τ
(H)
Cq,kq

I(Cqi = kq)+λ(H)ui, (4)

where λ(H) is the effect of the individual random effect ui on the log-odds of poor health.
In the submodels, we have assumed that childhood SECs are exogenous with respect

to partnership transitions during adulthood and midlife health because childhood cir-
cumstances reflect characteristics of the parents rather than the individual. However,

Z
(P )
i is endogenous if there are shared unmeasured influences on partnership transitions

and health. If these unmeasured variables are time-invariant, there will be a correlation

between Z
(P )
i and ui. Suppose, for example, that individuals prone to poor health tend

also to have less stable relationships and that Z
(P )
i is a measure of partnership insta-

bility. In that case we expect corr(Z
(P )
i , ui) > 0 and, if ignored, a positive β

(H)
1 will

be overstated and the effects of variables that are associated with Z
(P )
i (e.g. childhood

circumstances) may also be biased. To handle endogeneity due to shared unmeasured
individual-level influences, we allow for non-zero residual correlations across equations.
This multiprocess modelling approach has been widely used (e.g. Lillard et al., 1995;
Steele et al., 2005; Aassve and Billari, 2006). A more flexible random effects structure
was initially considered to capture residual association across processes, where different
random effect terms were included in each equation, and assumed to follow a multi-
variate normal distribution. However, convergence was not achieved for this model,
most likely due to its complexity and the lack of repeated events for first partnership
formation and having one health outcome. This led to the simplified specification of
Equations (3) and (4) with the same ui across equations, but with a different coefficient
for each outcome.

Our specification has several advantages. First, the joint model defined by Equa-
tions (3) and (4) can be viewed as a factor model where the time-to-event outcomes
and distal health are essentially indicators for the latent variable ui. The loading for
ui in the dissolution submodel, λ(S), is fixed at one for scaling and identification pur-
poses while the remaining loadings, λ(F ) and λ(H), are freely estimated. Second, the
interpretation of λ(H) is informative. If high values of Hi indicate poor health, then
λ(H) > 0 suggests that people whose unobserved time-invariant characteristics put them
at high risk of dissolution tend also to have poorer health in later life. Finally, Zhu
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C1i

M1i

C2i

M2i

Partnership history (y
(F )
i ,y

(S)
i )

Partnership summaries Z
(P )
i

Hi

ui

X
(P )
i

X
(H)
i

λ(F ),λ(S)

λ(H)

Fig. 1. A path diagram for a simplification of the multilevel SEM of Equations (3) and (4),
with a factor structure for the individual-level random effects. C1 and C2 are two of the latent
variables for childhood SECs, M1 and M2 are the most likely class memberships derived in
step 1 for each dimension of the childhood SECs and Hi is midlife health. X

(P )
i and X

(H)
i

denote the covariates for partnership events and distal health respectively. The upper half of
the node with stacked rectangles is the outcome variable in the partnership submodels. The
lower half contains summaries of the partnership history that are used as predictors in the
health submodel.

et al. (2017) noted that the estimates from the 3-step approach may be biased due to
local dependence (i.e. outcomes are dependent conditional on latent classes). The in-
clusion of ui can help to mitigate this problem by capturing the additional associations
between outcomes due to unmeasured time-invariant characteristics. The current model
assumes that the time-varying residual association across equations is zero, i.e. unob-
served time-varying influences on partnership transitions and distal health outcomes are
uncorrelated. While the model could be extended to allow a non-zero correlation be-
tween time-varying residuals, identification would require instrumental variables, in our
case variables that predict partnership transitions but not health. Such variables are
difficult to find.

Figure 1 is a graphical illustration of the model given by Equations (3) and (4), i.e.
step 3 of the 3-step procedure, that imposes a factor structure on the random effects.
For clarity of presentation, we present a model with two associated latent categorical
variables, each measured by a distinct set of repeated measures. The step 1 latent class
models for C1 and C2 are not depicted for simplicity but we note that modal classes
(M1,M2) and misclassification probabilities derived in step 2 are used in step 3 where
the SEM is fitted.

The proposed multilevel SEM combines a multilevel generalized linear model (Skron-
dal and Rabe-Hesketh, 2004) with a multilevel factor model (Goldstein, 2010) with both
continuous and categorical level 2 (individual-level) factors. Such a specification allows

for both a direct (via Z
(P )
i and the latent Cs) and indirect (via the individual-level un-

observables ui) association between partnership transitions, childhood SECs and midlife
health.
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2.4. Missing data
Due to dropout, not all NCDS cohort members have a complete partnership history
for ages 16-50. Restriction of the analysis sample to those individuals with a complete
history results in a loss of nearly 50% of those cohort members present at age 16. We
have full histories for all individuals who were present at the age 50 wave, regardless
of whether they missed one or more previous adult waves: for individuals who did not
respond at a given wave, their history was updated at the next wave. Therefore only
individuals who dropout (and do not return) have incomplete histories, and we model
dropout rather than intermediate non-response. Of the three missing data mechanisms
in Little and Rubin’s (1987) classification, we focus on the more flexible missing not at
random (MNAR) or non-ignorable mechanism where missingness may depend on the
unobserved values for two main reasons. First, as noted by Molenberghs et al. (2014), it
is impossible, both empirically and theoretically to assess the validity of the assumption
of ignorable missingness. Second, it is reasonable to expect that individuals who have
a poor health status or an unstable relationship are more likely to drop out from the
study.

We specify a model for the probability of dropout at each of the waves when part-
nership data were collected: waves 5 (age 33), 6 (age 42), 7 (age 46) and 8 (age 50).
Denote by Dri an indicator for dropout at wave r (r = 5, 6, 7, 8). Thus an individual
that provides partnership information only at wave 6 and is not present in other waves
(i.e. dropout at wave 7) has a dropout vector Di = (0, 0, 1)′. The probability of dropout

at wave r is defined as h
(D)
ri = P (Dri = 1|Dr′<r,i = 0). Considering the complexity of

the current model with four latent categorical variables and random effects, we specify a

logit model for the dropout probability with a wave-specific baseline hazard (α
(D)
r ) and

the effects of predictors assumed time-invariant:

logit
(
h
(D)
ri

)
= α(D)

r + β(D)′X
(D)
i +

4∑
q=1

Kq−1∑
kq=1

τ
(D)
Cq,kq

I(Cqi = kq) + λ(D)ui. (5)

This specification essentially combines the selection model and the shared parameter
model, which has also been considered by Muthén et al. (2011) and Washbrook et al.
(2014). In addition to having childhood SECs predicting the dropout probability, indirect
residual association between dropout and the outcomes of interest is accommodated by
including ui with coefficient λ(D) in the dropout model. The significance of λ(D) signals
a selection effect in the tendency of partnership dissolution. For example, λ(D) > 0
indicates that cohort members with unobservables that place them at a higher risk of
dropout tend also to have a higher tendency to separate from a partner.

For individuals who drop out before age 50, the midlife health outcome is not recorded
and the partnership information is incomplete. Consequently, in the health submodel, we

have missing values for Hi and only partial (or no) information on Z
(P )
i , the summaries

of partnership experience. Simulation results show that using the partially observed

Z
(P )
i leads to heavily biased estimates of parameters (more details are given in the

supplementary material). Multiple imputation of these summary variables under an
assumption of missing at random is also inappropriate because it is inconsistent with
the possibility that midlife health and partnership stability may be interrelated via
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individual-level unobservables ui. Alternatively, joint estimation of these interrelated
processes produces unbiased estimates if the models are correctly specified. However, the
results are sensitive to the specification of the dropout model (also noted in Molenberghs
et al. 2014). In particular, the omission of confounders in the dropout model may lead
to biased estimates of the parameters of primary interest (i.e. the βs in Equation (4)).

2.5. Estimation and assessment of model fit
The proposed SEM with the four submodels defined by Equations (3) to (5) can be
estimated using the 3-step maximum likelihood approach both manually and automati-
cally (using the step3 option) in LatentGOLD (Vermunt and Magidson, 2015). Manual
and automatic estimation using the 3-step procedure for models with one latent cat-
egorical variable is also possible in Mplus 7.1 (Muthén and Muthén, 2017) and later
versions. Latent class models in step 1 were estimated using full information maximum
likelihood with the iterative EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) to estimate the la-
tent class models (Hagenaars and McCutcheon, 2002; Vermunt, 2010). Before carrying
out the estimation in step 3, the input dataset needs to be restructured. Denote by

Yi = (Hi,y
(F )
i ,y

(S)
i ,Di) a stacked response vector for partnership outcomes, binary

midlife health and the dropout indicators. A binomial logit model is then fitted to the

single stacked response vector with denominator (1,n
(F )
i ,n

(S)
i ,1). Explanatory variables

can be included in the model by interacting them with four binary indicators that in-
dex each response. If Hi is not binary, a different link function in the health submodel
is required. In that case, we can define a bivariate response vector where partnership
outcomes and dropout indicators are stacked into a single vector and Hi is expanded to
the same length. For Hi, only one record per individual is retained and the remaining
entries (both for Hi and its predictors) are set to zero. The part of the data with both
the outcome and the predictors set to zero does not contribute to the likelihood function
of the model. Examples of the data structure and LatentGOLD syntax files are available
in the supplementary materials.

For a complex SEM with a measurement model and several components to the struc-
tural model, global fit indices are not instructive about the local fit of each part of the
model. For this reason, we instead assess the fit of the measurement model (i.e. latent
class models for each dimension of childhood SECs) using a set of model selection crite-
ria and entropy for classification quality, and then compare nested specifications of the
structural model to test for endogeneity of partnership transitions and non-ignorable
dropout to mitigate model misspecification.

3. Data

3.1. Overview of the NCDS
The National Child Development Study is a birth cohort study commissioned in 1958.
The target population (N = 18, 558) contains all individuals born (including stillbirths)
in one week of March 1958 in England, Scotland and Wales. In the first sweep, 17,415
individuals were interviewed and this forms the baseline sample. The cohort has been
followed up at ages 7, 11, 16, 23, 33, 42, 46, 50 and 55 or until death or permanent
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emigration from Britain. In all childhood waves (from birth to age 16), the survey
interviewed cohort members’ parents (to collect, for example, information on the socio-
economic situation of the family), teachers (for measures of cognitive development),
school doctors and cohort members themselves (since age 7). The adult sweeps (from
age 23 onwards) cover a wide range of topics, including physical (health-related, mostly
self-reported) and mental well-being, life events (employment, partnership and birth
histories) and cognitive developments. In this study, we use data collected up to age 50.

3.2. Measures of childhood socioeconomic circumstances
It is common to use measures of childhood SECs at one or multiple time points dur-
ing childhood as covariates for partnership transitions and later health. For instance,
parental social class defined by the father’s or male head’s social class at birth, ages 7,
11 and 16 have been considered as predictors of partnership transitions (Aassve et al.,
2006b) and physical well-being in midlife (Kelly-Irving et al., 2013). The experience of
parental divorce by age 16 has been found to be associated with physical disease, such
as cancer (Kelly-Irving et al., 2013), and partnership decisions (Aassve et al., 2006b).
Financial hardship in childhood is often constructed as a composite indicator using mul-
tiple items for living conditions collected at birth and ages 7 and 11. Previous studies
have noted the importance of childhood SECs in relation to partnership transitions
(Berrington and Diamond, 2000) and physical health in midlife (Bartley et al., 2012;
Kelly-Irving et al., 2013). In this study, we consider changes in these four dimensions
of childhood SECs, i.e. parental social class, financial difficulty, material hardship and
family structure, across four childhood waves. For each childhood wave, we construct a
composite index for each dimension, combining a set of variables that have been consid-
ered in previous studies to capture a similar aspect of childhood SECs (e.g. Schoon et al.,
2003). Separate latent class models are then fitted to each set of these composite indexes
and each derived categorical latent variable captures the pattern of change across four
waves (at ages 0, 7, 11 and 16), for each dimension of childhood SECs.

The social class measure is based on the occupation of the male head of the cohort
member’s family and is scored on a 6-point ordinal scale: unemployed, unskilled, partially
skilled, skilled, managerial and professional. The composite binary measure of financial
difficulty is coded following the approach of Bartley (2003) and Schoon et al. (2003) where
a value of 1 is assigned if there is at least one positive answer to the questions related to
financial hardship (receiving free school meals, receiving benefits and having a father in
the last two social class categories). Material hardship is measured on a 5-point ordinal
scale with higher values for higher levels of material hardship, and is derived from a set
of binary questions related to the following four aspects: overcrowding, shared household
amenities, not owning the property and recipient of support benefits. Answers to these
four questions were collected repeatedly only at ages 7, 11 and 16. The last measure
of family structure is constructed as a nominal variable with five categories following
Hobcraft (1998). The five situations from poor to good are as follows: in care or in
foster care or in other similar situations, cared for by other blood relatives, cared for by
a single parent, cared for by step parents and cared for by joint parents. More details of
the construction of these measures are available in the supplementary material. Table 1
summarises the distribution of each composite index at each childhood wave.
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Table 1. Percentage distribution of childhood mea-
sures by age.
Category 0 yr 7 yr 11 yr 16 yr
Social Class

Unemployed 0.05 1.80 2.60 2.78
Unskilled 8.71 4.55 3.58 2.72
Partially skilled 11.09 11.51 11.76 7.90
Skilled 51.71 41.58 35.42 29.22
Managerial 11.18 11.48 12.64 11.19
Professional 3.90 4.03 3.89 3.04
Missing 12.64 23.79 30.37 43.17

Financial Difficulty
Yes 8.76 12.23 17.25 13.69
No 78.60 59.38 55.77 48.19
Missing 12.64 28.39 26.99 38.11

Material Hardship
Low –a 19.67 24.18 23.72
Low to medium – 19.66 21.63 20.75
Medium – 18.43 19.70 13.89
Medium to high – 6.26 6.72 2.52
High – 1.10 1.05 0.16
Missing – 34.89 26.71 38.96

Family Structure
Othersb – 0.43 0.56 0.72
Blood relatives – 0.25 0.29 0.34
Single parent 3.62 3.01 3.98 6.18
Step parents 0.18 1.41 2.80 2.79
Joint parents 89.99 73.91 66.79 52.87
Missing 6.21 20.99 25.58 37.11

a – denotes not available
b Others includes in care, in foster care, and

other situations
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3.3. Partnership histories and predictors
The merged partnership history dataset (1974-2008) records all co-residential partnership
episodes which were over one month in length. Partnerships ending within one month
were also recorded for completeness. A detailed description of the dataset is available
in Hancock et al. (2011). After excluding cohort members who died before age 16
(N = 881) and individuals who have records with coding error or erroneous partnership
information (N = 3, 368), our sample consists of 14, 309 individuals, of whom 7, 313
have complete partnership histories. The remaining 6, 996 individuals have incomplete
partnership histories during ages 16-50, i.e. they were not present at wave 8 (age 50).
After grouping durations into 6-month intervals, the individuals with complete histories
contributed 340,883 records to the process of first partnership formation and 451,639
records to the process of partnership dissolution.

The choice of the predictors of partnership transitions are guided by previous studies
that have investigated the risk factors of entering into and moving out of a union (Steele
et al., 2006; Aassve et al., 2006a; Aassve and Billari, 2006). Childhood circumstances
(measured at birth and age 16) have often been used to control for family backgrounds.
In this study, latent variables are derived to summarise the experiences in childhood. As
these variables measure childhood circumstances from birth, they capture much of the
information from baseline covariates. Among the other explanatory variables considered
in this application, two variables were derived from the related event histories of the
NCDS.“Number of post-compulsory years of education” is derived from indicators of
education attainment in the economic activity history. When the activity history has
missing values, we impute the indicators for being in full-time education by assuming
the individual is in continuous education until the highest degree is obtained. “Number
of pre-school children” is derived from the fertility history where only coresident pre-
school (less than 5 years old) children are counted. Further detail on the construction
of these variables is available in Steele et al. (2006). Other time-invariant unobservables
are captured by individual-specific random effects. Descriptive statistics for the observed
covariates included in the final models for partnership transitions are available in the
supplementary material.

3.4. Measure of midlife health and predictors
The midlife health outcome at age 50 is based on a self-reported measure recorded on
a 5-point scale with categories excellent, very good, good, fair and poor. To reduce
measurement error due to subjective interpretations of adjacent categories (e.g. the
boundary between good and very good may be unclear), we group the first three cate-
gories into “good health” (coded 0) and the last two into “poor health” (coded 1).

In terms of the predictors of midlife health, our main interest is the childhood SECs
and summaries of partnership experiences. Three summaries of partnership experiences
are derived. The total number of partners before age 50 is coded as 0 (2%), 1 (37.6%),
2 (8.9%) and 3+ (51.5%) (see Table 2). The percentage of time spent single during
ages 16-50 is computed as the fraction of time spent between partnerships over the
34 years of follow-up. Age at the first partnership, an outcome of the history of first
partnership formation, is a continuous variable that is centered around its median and
log-transformed. For individuals who have never partnered, this variable is set at zero. It
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Table 2. Distributions of categorical and continuous predictors
of the midlife health (N = 7, 313). For categorical predictors,
percentage distributions are reported; for continuous predictors,
mean and the standard deviation (SD) are reported.
Categorical predictors Percentages
Gender

Male 50.9
Female 49.1

Overweight at age 16
No 57.0
Yes 43.0

Total number of partners
0 2.0
1 37.6
2 8.9
3+ 51.5

Continuous predictors Mean (SD)
Percentage time spent singlea 0.3 (0.2)
log(age at first partnership ) 0.3 (1.3)
aPercentage time spent single is calculated as the proportion of

total number of months spent in between relationships
over the total number of months observed before dropout.

is essentially an interaction variable for the total number of partners and the age at first
partnership. This also allows for a clear interpretation of the effect of the percentage
of time spent in a single status on midlife health, by allowing for comparison among
those who started the first partnership at the same age. We also include gender and
early health as control variables, as in previous studies (e.g. Ploubidis et al., 2015). For
early health, we derive a binary indicator for overweight at age 16 using World Health
Organisation cut-offs where BMI (kg/m2) > 25.0 denotes “overweight” (WHO, 2000).
With respect to the other predictors of partnership transitions and midlife health that
are unobserved in the survey, the influence of time-invariant unobservables is captured
by the individual-level random effects in Equations (3) and (4). Descriptive statistics
for the predictors of the midlife health model are summarised in Table 2.

The limited number of observed control variables is explained below. First, we have
considered multiple dimensions of childhood SECs for ages 0-16 that capture much of
the baseline covariates. Other variables related to early health before age 16 have a
large amount of missing values that would require imputation. However, as these vari-
ables may be related to the latent childhood SECs, the imputation procedure is not
straightforward. Indicators for childhood SECs may be used as auxiliary variables to
impute early health variables, but these indicators contain missing values themselves.
Therefore, in addition to the validity of the imputation model (discussed by Seaman and
White (2013)), there are practical issues to consider. Second, although multiple vari-
ables for various aspects of adulthood situations at each adulthood wave of the study
are available, they may be moderators or even mediators of the effects of childhood
SECs on midlife health (e.g. education, employment transitions and health-related be-
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Table 3. Proportion of respondents falling into the latent classes (modal class
membership) for each aspect of childhood SECs measured at four waves,
entropy and proportion of missing data.

Childhood SECs Entropy Missing (%) Modal class allocation (%)
1 2 3

Father/male head social class 0.727 2.9 21.0 51.0 25.1
(high) (medium) (low)

Financial difficulty 0.700 2.2 80.7 17.1
(low) (high)

Material hardship 0.790 12.5 28.9 30.7 27.9
(low) (high) (medium)

Family structure/union 0.916 1.0 9.3 89.7
(unstable) (stable)

haviours). This requires an extensive discussion in order to properly incorporate them
into the structural model of the SEM and is not the focus of this paper. In this paper,
we study the effects of childhood SECs and partnership experiences on health using a
joint modelling approach that controls for endogeneity of partnership experiences due
to unmeasured time-invariant individual characteristics. An alternative approach would
be to study the processes that lead to worse or better later health by decomposing the
total effects of SECs into direct effects on health and indirect effects through possible
mediation variables. Such a mediation study is similar to the work of Arpino et al.
(2018) but further research is required to satisfy assumptions for causal interpretation
in longitudinal observational settings. This is beyond the scope of this paper.

4. Results

4.1. Results from the latent class models

The results of the latent class models for childhood SECs are summarised in Table 3,
where descriptive labels for each class are based on an examination of the response
probabilities for each observed repeated measure (composite index) conditional on class
membership. For each latent variable, the choice of the number of classes is based on
a combination of goodness-of-fit test statistics and model selection criteria (including
the AIC, sample-size adjusted BIC, entropy, and the Lo-Mendell-Rubin and bootstrap
likelihood ratio tests), the proportion in each class (ensuring at least 10% in each cate-
gory) and interpretation of the classes (see class labels in Table 3). Specifically, entropy
measures the quality of classification where values closer to one indicate a clear class
separation. The percentage distributions for the modal class allocations are derived by
assigning each individual to the class for which their posterior probability of class mem-
bership is highest, where this probability is based on their pattern of responses on the
observed time-varying indicators. In step 2, misclassification probabilities are calculated
and treated as fixed loadings in the multilevel joint SEM of step 3. Further detail on the
selection and labelling of latent classes for each dimension of childhood SECs is provided
in the supplementary material.
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4.2. Multilevel joint SEM
We next relate the latent variables for childhood SECs to partnership transitions and
midlife health by estimating the multilevel joint SEM described in Section 2, taking into
account the classification error in the assignment of individuals to the most likely class
in step 1. Table 4 shows the estimated effects of four childhood SECs and partnership
experiences on midlife health. The remaining results from the multilevel joint SEM are
reported in the supplementary material. Model 1 is the health model only, and Models
2 and 3 are the multilevel joint SEM for health and partnership transitions before and
after including the dropout model, respectively.

We now discuss the findings from the SEM, with a focus on the effects of childhood
SECs on midlife health and partnership transitions. Controlling for gender and BMI
at age 16, the results from Model 1 show significant effects of the three dimensions
of childhood SECs that relate to material difficulties – parental social class, financial
difficulty and material hardship – on midlife health, with cohort members from families
with unfavourable conditions on these aspects significantly more likely to be in a poor
health state at age 50 (see Table 4). The effect of family structure is non-significant.

Results from Models 2 and 3 in Table 4 and Table 5 show the association between
partnership transitions and midlife health as explained by childhood SECs and other
covariates taking also into account unobserved individual level characteristics. In par-
ticular, a comparison of Models 1 and 3 (or 2) in Table 4 show the extent to which the
effects of childhood SECs can be explained by partnership transitions. We find that the
experience of material difficulties has a persistent influence on poor midlife health, even
after controlling for partnership experiences. In contrast, the effect of family structure
on midlife health operates only indirectly by influencing partnership transitions, which
in turn affect later health. Specifically, cohort members who have experienced unstable
family structures in childhood form their first partnerships earlier and have a higher risk
of separation across relationships (see Table 5). From the health submodel (Table 4),
individuals who have formed their first partnership late have a lower risk of developing
health issues at age 50. Moreover, conditional on the age at first partnership, cohort
members who have spent a longer time single between ages 16 and 50 (accounting for
dropout) have an increased chance of poor health in midlife. From Model 3 we also find
that, compared with individuals who have only formed one partnership, those who have
over three relationships are significantly more likely to have poor midlife health. These
results suggest that unstable family structure is positively related to a higher chance of
poor midlife health, but the influence is only indirect through partnership transitions.

To illustrate the magnitude of the effects of childhood SECs and partnership expe-
rience on midlife health, we consider four combinations of childhood circumstances and
partnership experiences for different values of the random effect, and compute the pre-
dicted probabilities of poor midlife health, holding other predictors at reference values
(Figure 2). We find that individuals with the most disadvantage in childhood and with
unstable relationship experiences in adulthood have a higher probability of poor midlife
health, but there is a large amount of between-individual unobserved heterogeneity.

As part of a sensitivity analysis we give the results of Models 1-3 when the modal
class is used instead of the 3-step approach for the four dimensions of childhood SECs
in the supplementary material. The results change for all models. Specifically, the
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Table 4. Effects of childhood SECs and sum-
mary partnership experiences on log-odds of
poor midlife health. Model 1 is the health
model alone, Models 2 and 3 are the respec-
tive SEMs before and after including the dropout
submodel.
Covariates Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Est. (SE) Est. (SE) Est. (SE)
Intercept -2.36** (0.09) -2.70** (0.15) -3.06** (0.23)
Male (ref.= Female) -0.05 (0.06) -0.04 (0.06) -0.05 (0.06)
Overweight at age 16a (ref.= No) 0.25** (0.07) 0.26** (0.07) 0.26** (0.07)

Childhood circumstances
Social class b (ref.=High)

Low 0.40** (0.19) 0.46** (0.11) 0.44** (0.12)
Medium 0.32** (0.11) 0.31** (0.09) 0.30** (0.10)

Financial difficulty (ref.=Low)
High 0.53** (0.21) 0.46** (0.09) 0.42** (0.10)

Material hardship (ref.=Low)
Medium 0.33** (0.11) 0.32** (0.08) 0.32** (0.09)
High 0.35** (0.12) 0.41** (0.09) 0.39** (0.10)

Family structure (ref.=Stable)
Unstable 0.08 (0.13) 0.14 (0.13) 0.17 (0.17)

Partnership experience
Total number of partners before age 50 (ref. =1)

0 -0.12 (0.32) -0.13 (0.32)
2 0.04 (0.13) 0.18 (0.14)
3+ 0.15 (0.23) 0.41* (0.24)

Age at first partnership -0.13** (0.05) -0.13** (0.05)
Percentage time spent single 1.08** (0.37) 1.26** (0.38)
Random effect parameters

σ2
u 0.93** (0.10) 1.32** (0.10)
λ(H) -0.20 (0.15) -0.44** (0.16)
λ(F ) 0.03 (0.09) -0.05** (0.02)
λ(D) 1.25** (0.12)

** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
a Binary indicator for overweight at age 16.
b Father or male head social class.

Table 5. Effects of childhood SECs on partner-
ship transitions. Models 2 and 3 are the respec-
tive SEMs before and after including the dropout
submodel.

Childhood SECs Model 2 Model 3
Est. (SE) Est. (SE)

First entry into partnership
Social classa (ref.=High)

Low 0.11** (0.04) 0.11** (0.04)
Medium 0.10** (0.03) 0.11** (0.03)

Financial difficulty (ref.=Low)
High 0.03 (0.04) 0.03 (0.04)

Material hardship (ref.=Low)
Medium 0.04 (0.03) 0.04 (0.03)
High 0.05 (0.03) 0.05 (0.03)

Family structure (ref.=Stable)
Unstable 0.15** (0.04) 0.15** (0.03)

Partnership dissolution
Social classa (ref.=High)

Low -0.13* (0.07) -0.07 (0.07)
Medium -0.04 (0.06) 0.01 (0.05)

Financial difficulty (ref.=Low)
High 0.05 (0.07) 0.17** (0.07)

Material hardship (ref.=Low)
Medium -0.09* (0.05) -0.09 (0.06)
High -0.14** (0.06) -0.11* (0.06)

Family structure (ref.=Stable)
Unstable 0.23** (0.07) 0.29** (0.07)

**p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.
a Father or male head social class.
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Fig. 2. Predicted probabilities of poor midlife health for various combinations of childhood SECs
and partnership experiences and for different random effect values (the mean of 0 and plus or
minus one standard deviation about the mean).

modal class approach finds that all four dimensions of childhood SECs are significant
risk factors for midlife health and the estimated standard errors are smaller than those
in the 3-step approach. Similar results were found in Zhu et al. (2017) for a continuous
health outcome. The difference in estimates from the modal and 3-step approach may be
substantial if the class separation in the latent class models (step 1) is poor. Extensive
simulation studies (Asparouhov and Muthén, 2016; Bakk and Vermunt, 2016; Zhu et al.,
2017) have confirmed that results from the modal class approach are likely to be biased,
even when the classification quality is reasonably high (e.g. entropy values of 0.6 or 0.7,
as in our application).

Turning to dropout (see Table 9 of the supplementary material), disadvantage in
childhood is associated with a higher probability of dropout at each adult wave. We
also find that males, younger mothers, and individuals with lower maths and reading
marks and behaviour problems at age 16 have a significantly higher risk of dropout.
Comparing the SEM with (Model 3) and without (Model 2) the dropout submodel,
we find that allowing for non-ignorable dropout has minimal influence on the effects of
childhood SECs on midlife health, but the effects of having three or more partners and
the proportion of time single become stronger (Table 4). Although there is a significant
residual association between dropout, health ad partnership transitions (λ(D) 6= 0, see
Table 4), its impact on the effects of primary interest is negligible in this application. We
also note that the addition of the dropout submodel brings more information into the
joint SEM, which helps to estimate more stably the parameters related to the random
effect components. Further detail on the interpretation of the random effects part of the
joint model are given in Section 6 of the supplementary materials for interested readers.

In addition to these analysis, we have also conducted a simulation study to assess the
sensitivity of the parameters of interest (effects of childhood SECs on midlife health and
partnership experiences) to misspecification of the dropout model, assuming the models
for health and partnership transitions are correctly specified. More details are given in
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Section 11 of the supplementary material. In summary, under the assumption that the
models for the primary outcomes are correctly specified, predictors that are common to
the missingness process and the primary outcomes (childhood SECs and early health,
i.e. BMI at age 16) should be included in the specification of the dropout model where
possible. Neglecting such predictors may lead to biased estimates of the parameters of
interest.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a multilevel joint SEM to explore the associations between
the childhood SECs, partnership transitions and midlife health. Our model extends the
3-step approach proposed in Zhu et al. (2017) to an SEM where the measurement er-
ror and the pattern of changes in SECs across childhood waves is captured by latent
categorical variables and then related to multivariate, clustered and mixed-type out-
comes. The processes of substantive interest are modelled jointly with an informative
dropout mechanism where the association is driven by the common predictors, includ-
ing childhood SECs, and shared unobserved time-invariant characteristics. The 3-step
approach corrects the bias in estimated coefficients produced by conventional methods
that ignore classification error in assigning individuals to latent classes, while the joint
model of the associated processes allows us to explore the life course influence on midlife
health by bringing together early-life characteristics and experiences of life events during
adulthood.

Our findings highlight the importance of taking a life course perspective to understand
the effects of childhood SECs on later health. By incorporating longitudinal informa-
tion on associated dimensions of the SECs, we find that of the four childhood SECs
considered, parental social class, material hardship and financial difficulty (i.e. material
disadvantages) have a persistent effect on midlife health over the life course. These re-
sults are of particular importance and have implications for the development of social
inequalities. The effect of family structure, on the other hand, has no direct influence
on midlife health. We also find that partnership transitions have an important role to
play in the relationship between childhood SECs and later health.

The model presented here could be extended in several ways. First, we have consid-
ered a small set of control variables of midlife health. To include other variables that are
indicators for early health in childhood, missing values need to be imputed. As they may
be associated with childhood SECs (latent variables), the imputation procedure requires
careful consideration. Although one option would be to use the modal classes for the
SEC variables as auxiliary variables in the imputation model, they are subject to clas-
sification errors, particularly when class separation is poor. Alternatively, indicators for
the childhood SECs may be used directly but they contain missing values themselves.
Second, the proposed SEM can be extended to handle multiple health outcomes, for
example distinguishing mental and physical health, which may be of mixed types and
may have repeated measurements over the life course. The model could be extended
to include mental and physical health as other processes that are modelled jointly with
partnership transitions and mid-life health. However, we note that this may be method-
ologically challenging due to the mismatch of record frequency of each process in the
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NCDS, and careful consideration of the specification of the extended model would be
required where latent categorical predictors (childhood SECs) are involved.

We have assumed additive effects of the multiple childhood SECs on the outcomes of
interest. While their effects may interact, fitting models with interactions among latent
categorical variables requires non-linear constraints on the parameters (in addition to
current constraints) and will further complicate the estimation, in particular when using
the 3-step procedure. This is an interesting direction for future research. Alternatively,
interactions between the latent categorical variables and the covariates can be intro-
duced as a more straightforward extension of our proposed framework. This requires a
modification of the syntax for our current model that are provided in the supplementary
material.

Given that childhood SECs and partnership experiences cannot be manipulated by
an individual, the potential outcome framework (Rubin, 2005) is not suitable for our
setting and research questions. As we are not answering a causal question, and that
a single-purposed prediction model for midlife health would not provide insights on
the interrelationships between the processes of interest, the joint multilevel modelling
framework is best placed in this context to handle the complexity of the conceptual
model and the statistical issues discussed earlier simultaneously and efficiently. It also
has considerable generalisability (for example to continuous, categorical and mixed type
outcomes) because it belongs to the generalised latent variable modelling framework
(Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh, 2004).

Causal assumptions are essentially part of the statistical assumptions required for
model-building. A good discussion of this issue is given by Bollen and Pearl (2013):
“SEM is an inference engine that takes in two inputs, qualitative causal assumptions
and empirical data, and derives two logical consequences of these inputs: quantitative
causal conclusions and statistical measures of fit for the testable implications of the as-
sumptions.”. In our modelling context, qualitative (i.e. substantive) causal assumptions
were necessary to define functional relationship between observed variables and latent
variables, as well as the correlation between residuals across equations. A closely re-
lated research stream in the life course literature focuses on causal mediation analysis
(Imai et al., 2010; Pearl, 2009; VanderWeele et al., 2016). Provided the sequential ig-
norability assumption is met, non-parametric identification of causal effects is possible.
In a mediation analysis, the interest is in decomposing the total effects of childhood
SECs on later health into direct and indirect effects where mediators may be summary
variables of life experiences (e.g. partnership or employment transitions). For complex
longitudinal settings such as that described here, careful control of time-varying con-
founders, time-varying mediators, prior exposures and intermediate confounders needs
to be explicitly addressed. These variables may include education attainment, health
states and health-related behaviors (such as drinking and smoking) in early adulthood
and variables that are not collected in the survey. It is well-known that for observational
longitudinal studies, these issues are particularly difficult to account for and this alone
forms a separate research stream.
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